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Abstract
Human motion and behaviour in crowded spaces is influenced by several factors, such
as the dynamics of other moving agents in the scene, as well as the static elements that
might be perceived as points of attraction or obstacles. In this work, we present a new
model for human trajectory prediction which is able to take advantage of both human-
human and human-space interactions. The future trajectory of humans, are generated by
observing their past positions and interactions with the surroundings. To this end, we
propose a “context-aware” recurrent neural network LSTM model, which can learn and
predict human motion in crowded spaces such as a sidewalk, a museum or a shopping
mall. We evaluate our model on a public pedestrian datasets, and we contribute a new
challenging dataset that collects videos of humans that navigate in a (real) crowded space
such as a big museum. Results show that our approach can predict human trajectories
better when compared to previous state-of-the-art forecasting models.
1 Introduction
People usually move in a crowded space, having a goal in mind, such as moving towards
another subject active in the scene or reaching a particular destination. These might be, for
example, a shopping showcase, a public building or a specific artwork in a museum. While
doing so, they are able to consider several factors and adjust their path accordingly. A person
can adapt her/his path depending on the space in which is moving, and on the other humans
that are walking around him. In the same way, an obstacle can slightly modify the trajectory
of a pedestrian, while some other elements may constrain his path.
Although human behaviour understanding and people tracking have a long tradition in
computer vision literature [9, 10, 15, 17, 22, 25], in the recent years we observe increasing
interest also in predictive models [2, 3, 7, 8, 20, 21]. Observing how persons navigate a
crowded scenario, and being able to predict their future steps, is an extremely challenging
task that can have key applications in robotic, smart spaces and automotive [1, 6, 12, 14, 18].
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Figure 1: We aim to learn and predict human behaviours in crowded spaces. To this end, we
have collected a new dataset from multiple cameras in a big museum. In contrast to previous
ones, our dataset allows experiments in a real crowded scenario where people interact not
only with each others, but also with the space which is characterized by a rich semantic.
Predicting the motion of human targets, such as pedestrians, or generic agents, such as
cars or robots, is a very challenging and open problem. Most of the existing work in this
area address the task of predicting the trajectory of a target, by inferring some properties of
the scene or trying to encode the interactive dynamics among observed agents. Trajectory
prediction is then achieved by modelling and learning human-space [3, 5, 7] or human-
human interactions [2, 13, 16, 19, 24]. Pioneering works have tried to parameterise human
behaviours with hand-crafted models such as social forces [4, 15, 23], while more recent
approaches have attempted to infer these behaviours in a data-driven fashion [2]. This idea
has proven to be extremely successful for improving performance in multi-target tracking
applications, and short-term trajectory prediction. In fact, being able to take into account
the interactions of nearby agents, is extremely important to avoid collisions in a crowded
scenario [2, 15, 16]. At the same time, a prior knowledge about the interactions between
a specific target and the static elements of the scene (e.g. location of sidewalks, buildings,
trees, etc.), is essential to obtain reliable prediction models [3, 7]. However, a main limitation
of these models is that all of them attempt only to model human-human or human-space
interactions.
In this paper, we introduce a novel approach for human trajectory prediction which is
based on a “context-aware” recurrent neural network model. Each person trajectory is mod-
elled through a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network. In order to take into account
for interactions with other humans and/or with the space, we extend the Social-LSTM model
that has been recently proposed by Alahi et al. [2], by defining a “context-aware” pooling
that allows our model to consider also the static objects in the neighborhood of a person.
The proposed model observes the past positions of a human and his interactions with the
surroundings in order to predict his near future trajectory. Results demonstrate that con-
sidering both human-human and human-space interactions is fundamental for obtaining an
accurate prediction of a person’ trajectory.
The main contributions of this paper are two-fold: i) we introduce a trajectory prediction
model based on an LSTM architecture and a novel “context-aware” pooling which is able to
learn and encode both human-human and human-space interactions; ii) we demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed model in comparison to previous state of the art approaches,
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such as the recent Social-LSTM [2], on the UCY dataset [11] and a new challenging dataset,
called MuseumVisits, that we will release publicly.
2 Approach
In this section, we describe our “context-aware” model for trajectory prediction. Our key
assumption is that the behaviour of each person is strongly influenced by his interactions
with the context, both in terms of static elements of the scene and dynamics agents active in
the same scenario (such as other pedestrians). To this end, we model each person’s trajectory
with an LSTM network. Our work builds on top of the recent Social-LSTM model [2], but
we introduce a more general formulation which can include both human-human and human-
space interactions.
2.1 Context-Aware LSTM
Given a video sequence, each trajectory is expressed in the form of spatial coordinates, such
that X it = (x
i
t ,y
i
t) represent the location of the i-th person at time instant t. We use an LSTM
network to represent the i-th person trajectory, as follows:
iit
fit
oit
c˜it
=

σ
σ
σ
tanh
[W (hit−1xit
)
+bi
]
, (1)
xit = φ(X
i
t ,Wx), (2)
cit = f
i
t  cit−1+ iit  c˜it , (3)
hit = o
i
t  tanh(cit), (4)
where xit ∈Rn represents the input data, hit ∈RD is the output state and ct ∈RD is the hidden
state of the LSTM at time t. The input xit is obtained by applying the ReLU function φ(·) to
the spatial coordinates X it and the weight matrix Wx ∈ RN×2.
At training time1 the current input and the output from the previous instant are updated
according to the weights W ∈ R(4D)×(n+D) and the bias term b ∈ R(n+D). Then, the updated
vectors are regularized through a sigmoid function to obtain it , ft , ot ∈ RD, respectively
representing the input gate vector (which weights the contribute of new information), the
forget gate vector (which maintains old information) and the output gate. The tanh function,
instead, creates a vector on new candidate values, c˜t ∈ RD, that can be added to the state.
The i-th trajectory position (x,y)it+1 is estimated considering the output state h
i
t and a
bivariate Gaussian distribution at time t:
(µ,σ ,ρ)it+1 = W˜h
i
t , (5)
(x,y)it+1 ∼N (µ it+1,σ it+1,ρ it+1), (6)
where µ it+1, σ
i
t+1 are the first and the second order moments of the Gaussian distribution,
while ρ it+1 represent the correlation coefficient. These parameters are obtained by a linear
transformation of the output state hit with the matrix W˜ ∈ R(5×D).
1As in previous solutions [2, 15], we assume that a set of trajectories for all the persons observed in a scene is
available a priori for training.
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Given the i-th trajectory, the parameters are learned by minimizing the negative log-
Likelihood loss:
Li(W,Wx,W˜ ) =−
Tpred
∑
t=1
log
(
P
(
(x,y)it |(µ,σ ,ρ)it
))
(7)
Even though these networks are a really powerful tool for modelling time-dependent
phenomenon, they are not able to take into account for other factors that can influence the
path of a person, such as interactions with other persons and interactions with static elements
of the scene.
Encoding human-human interactions. A solution for modelling interactions between
persons moving in the same space has been recently introduced in [2]. Here, in order to
model human-human interactions, at every time-step, the positions of all neighbors for the
i-th trajectory are pooled through an occupancy grid of cells of size m× n, G[m,n]. The
occupancy matrix Oit(m,n) is computed as follows:
Oit(m,n) = ∑
j∈G[m,n]
1mn[xit − x jt ,yit − y jt ], (8)
where 1mn is the indicator function, used to assign for each cell [m,n] of the grid the cor-
responding (x,y) jt trajectories. This matrix allows modelling the presence or absence of
neighbors for each person.
This model is able to modify the trajectory in order to avoid immediate collision. How-
ever, in order to have a more smooth prediction a second model has been introduced, which
simultaneously take into account for the hidden states of multiple LSTMs using a pooling
layer, such as:
H it (m,n, :) = ∑
j∈Gm×n
1mn[xit − x jt ,yit − y jt ]h jt−1. (9)
These two models do not consider the context in which a person is moving, and this may
limit their application in real crowded spaces. For this reason, we introduce a context-aware
pooling in which both human-human and human-space interactions are explicitly taken into
account.
Encoding human-human and human-space interactions. Considering the space in which
a person is moving is fundamental to obtain a more accurate prediction. To this end, we first
identify a set of static objects in the scene that can influence the human behavior. These
points are manually defined and can comprise just some entry or exit points, but also more
complex elements that can influence in a different way the behavior of a person (such as an
artwork in a museum). An overview of our approach is given in Figure 2.
A naive approach for modelling also human-space interactions, can be obtained by mod-
ifying Eq. 8 in order to include the static elements in the neighborhood of each person, as in
the following:
Sit(m,n,k) = ∑
j∈Gm×n
1mn[xit − pkx,yit − pky], (10)
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Figure 2: Overview of our Context-aware Trajectory Prediction. The input of the LSTM are
represented by the trajectory of the person under analysis (green), the grid of human-human
interactions for the human-human pooling (red), and the context-aware pooling (blue).
where (px, py)k represents the coordinates of the k-th static object in the scene. However, a
drawback in this model is that each element in the space contributes equally to the prediction.
Weighting equally the humans present in the neighborhood is useful to understand whether
a trajectory is close to a collision or not. However, this same principle applied to the static
objects in the scene is somewhat limited. Indeed, a human trajectory is influenced differently
by humans or static objects. For this reason we introduce a solution to model this latter case
by defining for each person a vector containing the distances with respect to each element in
the space:
Cit(k) =
√
(xit − pkx)2+(y jt − pky)2 (11)
Differently from the naive solution of Eq. 10 in this way we can model how much each static
elements can influence the path of a person.
A straightforward way to include this kind of interactions in our basic LSTM model can
be obtained by simply modifying the input defined in Eq. 2 so as to include the representation
defined in Eq. 11, such that:
xit =
[
φ(X it ,Wx) φ(C
i
t ,WC)
]
(12)
Finally, depending on which approach we want to exploit for modelling human-human in-
teractions, we can further extend the input to our model by concatenating the representations
defined in Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, respectively:
xit =
[
φ(X it ,Wx) φ(C
i
t ,WC) φ(O
i
t ,WO)
]
(13)
xit =
[
φ(X it ,Wx) φ(C
i
t ,WC) φ(H
i
t ,WH)
]
(14)
The loss function defined in Eq. 7 is also modified accordingly, introducing the set of param-
eters WO,WH ,WC in the LSTM optimization.
2.2 Trajectory Prediction
At test time we consider a different set of trajectories, not observed during training time. In
particular, we feed our model with the set of locations {xt ,yt}tobs1 of all the persons observed
in the interval [1, tobs]. We then estimate the near future trajectories, {xˆt , yˆt}tpredtobs+1, of each
person considering: 1) their path until time tobs; 2) the path of other persons observed in the
same period of time; and 3) the distances w.r.t. each static object in the space.
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Table 1: Statistics for the MuseumVisits dataset and the ZARA sequences.
MuseumVisits ZARA sequeces
Total number of persons 57 204
Average trajectory length 422 72
Minimum trajectory length 26 7
Maximum trajectory length 1019 617
Average number of person per frame 17 14
Interactions with scene elements 3 7
3 Experiments
In this section, we report on a set of experiments to assess the performance of our Context-
aware Trajectory Prediction. We first describe the datasets used for the evaluation of our
model and the settings used to train our model. Then, we report a comparison between the
state-of-the-art and different configurations of our model.
3.1 Datasets and Evaluation Protocol
UCY. Our initial experiments have been conducted on the standard UCY [11] dataset. This
dataset contains three sequences, namely ZARA-01, ZARA-02 and University, which have
been acquired in two different scenarios from a bird’s eye view. The first scenario, ZARA,
presents a moderately crowd condition. The University scenario, on the other hand, is really
crowd, with persons walking in different directions and group of persons, stuck in the scene.
Since this dataset does not provide any annotation regarding human-space interactions,
we have annotated the two ZARA sequences by manually identifying 11 points in the scene.
These points are mainly localized in proximity of enter and exit locations.
MuseumVisits. Our new dataset has been acquired in the hall of a big art museum using
four cameras, with small or no overlap. The cameras are installed so as to observe the
artworks present in the hall and capture groups of persons during their visits. Figure 1
shows three different views of the museum hall. Differently from existing datasets, here
we can observe rich human-human and human-space interactions. For example, persons
walking together in a group and stopping in front of an artwork for a certain period of time.
Trajectories for 57 distinct persons have been manually annotated along with some metadata,
such as, the group one person belong to, the artwork a person is observing, etc. These
metadata are not exploited in this work.
Some statistics comparing the datasets used in our experiments are given in Table 1. The
number of persons observed in the ZARA sequences is higher with respect to our dataset, but
the average length of their trajectories is really small. This is mainly because of the nature
of this dataset, since persons enter and leave the scene continuously. Moreover, our dataset
is slightly more crowd with an average number of persons per frame of 17 instead of 14 and,
most importantly, it includes richer interactions with static objects in the scene.
Evaluation protocol. Experiments are conducted as follows: the trajectory of a person is
observed for 3.2 seconds, then a trained model is used to predict 4.8 seconds. Trajectories
are sampled so as to retain one frame every ten; with a framerate of 0.4, this corresponds
to observing 8 frames and predicting 12 frames, as in [2, 15, 16]. Results are reported in
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Table 2: Prediction errors on MuseumVisits and UCY (ZARA sequences). Results are re-
ported in meters.
MuseumVisits UCY (ZARA sequences)
Technique Seq1 Seq2 Seq3 Seq4 Seq5 Avg Seq1 Seq2 Avg
LSTM 0.99 1.22 0.99 0.78 1.03 1.00 1.32 1.49 1.40
O-LSTM 1.60 1.43 0.95 0.76 1.02 1.15 1.65 1.40 1.52
S-LSTM 1.68 1.26 0.94 0.75 0.88 1.10 1.30 1.37 1.34
Context-aware LSTM 1.36 1.14 1.21 0.49 0.82 1.00 1.21 1.37 1.29
Context-aware O-LSTM 1.53 1.08 0.90 0.57 0.80 0.98 1.18 1.34 1.26
Context-aware S-LSTM 1.48 1.27 0.94 0.54 1.07 1.06 1.19 1.25 1.22
Table 3: Prediction errors on both MuseumVisits and UCY (ZARA sequences) using a dif-
ferent pooling for encoding human-space interactions. Results are reported in meters.
MuseumVisits UCY (ZARA sequences)
Technique Seq1 Seq2 Seq3 Seq4 Seq5 Avg Seq1 Seq2 Avg
Context-aware LSTM (O) 1.66 1.55 1.26 0.81 1.20 1.30 1.30 1.40 1.35
Context-aware O-LSTM (O) 1.93 1.44 1.32 0.71 1.15 1.31 1.37 1.40 1.39
Context-aware S-LSTM (O) 1.66 1.55 1.26 0.58 1.20 1.25 1.31 1.29 1.30
terms of Average displacement error, which is calculated as the mean square error (MSE) in
meters between the points predicted by the model {xit ,yit} and the ground-truth {git ,git}:
MSE =
N
∑
i=1
tpred
∑
t=tobs+1
√
(xit −git)2+(y jt −git)2
N(tpred− tobs) , (15)
where N is the total number of trajectories to be evaluated.
3.2 Implementation Details
In our Social-LSTM implementation [2] we use the same configuration of parameters as
in the original paper. In particular, the embedding dimension for the spatial coordinates is
set to 64 while the hidden state dimension is equal to 128, for all the LSTM models. The
pooling size for the neighborhood of a person is set to 32 and the dimension of the windows
used for the pooling is 8× 8. Each model has been trained considering a learning rate of
0.005, the RMSProp optimizer with a decay rate of 0.95, and a total of 1,600 epochs. All
the solutions have been implemented using the TensorFlow framework and train/test have
been performed on a single GPU. No further parameters are needed for our context-aware
pooling since we consider the distance between a person and all the objects in the scene (this
obviously depends only on the dataset under analysis).
3.3 Experimental Results
In this section we discuss the results obtained with our solution compared to state-of-the-
art. We re-implemented the three methods described in [2], namely LSTM, O-LSTM and
Social-LSTM (S-LSTM). In particular, the solution based only on LSTM does not consider
any kind of interactions while predicting the person trajectory. On the other hand, O-LSTM
and S-LSTM are able to consider human-human interactions in their prediction. We then
extend these three models with our context-aware pooling. In our experiments we did not
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perform a fine-tuning using simulated trajectories, although according to [2] this may help
in reducing the overall prediction errors of each sequence of about 50%.
We divided the MuseumVisits dataset in five sequences and performed a five-fold cross
validation while for the UCY datasets, we consider only the ZARA sequences and performed
a two-fold cross-validation. Table 2 shows experimental results for each sequence, as well as
the average over all sequences. For most of the MuseumVisits sequences, the combination
of O-LSTM with our context-aware representation obtains the lowest errors. This can be
motivated by the fact that persons in a museum usually moves from an artwork to another
point of interest. Moreover, collisions are also quite limited in this kind of scenario since
persons usually moves in group. On the ZARA sequences, instead, context-aware S-LSTM
performs better, even though the combination with O-LSTM achieves the second-best result.
This is somehow expected, since in this scenario, a person usually walks alone from an entry
point to an exit point and adjusts its path depending on the other persons.
Finally, in Table 3 we show some results obtained using a different implementation of our
context-aware pooling which, similarly to O-LSTM, considers the human-space interactions
by pooling the co-ordinates of neighbor static objects, as defined in Eq. 10. The prediction
errors are higher in this case. This confirm our assumption that each static object influences
in different way the trajectory of a person, so weighting them equally, such as in the case of
O-LSTM, is somehow limited.
3.4 Qualitative Results
Figure 3 shows some qualitative results of our model in comparison to prior work. We show
four trajectories (in different colors), obtained using different methods. In black, we report
the ground-truth trajectory. In green, a vanilla LSTM that does not use any information about
the space and the other persons active in the scene. In red the output of Social-LSTM [2],
while our Context-aware model is shown in blue.
We highlight four examples where are depicted some static elements of the scene, such
as a particular artwork, as well as the trajectories (in grey) of other subjects that can influence
the path of our target. In the first example, Context-aware O-LSTM is able to estimate the
real trajectory without being influenced by the artwork. Both LSTM and Social-LSTM are
wrongly influenced by a close trajectory and fail in predicting the correct trajectory. More
interesting is the second example which shows the capability of our context-aware pooling
to also exploit the static objects in the scene. On the contrary, solutions that do not model
human-space interactions cannot stop the trajectory. The third example is similar to the first
one but our prediction is less accurate. This is mainly caused by the fact that our Context-
aware LSTM wrongly estimated the motion model for this target. The last example shows
another interesting case in which the prediction is influenced by both static objects and other
persons. In this case, our solution estimates a really noisy trajectory, close to the ground
truth, while other methods are driven away.
4 Conclusion
We introduced a novel approach for trajectory prediction which is able to model interactions
between persons in a scene as well as considering the rich semantic that characterize the
space in which a person moves. Inspired by the recent Social-LSTM model [2], which
only considers human-human interactions, we introduce a more general formulation based
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Figure 3: Qualitative results on the MuseumVisits dataset, showing the trajectories predicted
using LSTM (green circle), Social-LSTM (red circle), Context-aware O-LSTM (blue circle)
and the Ground Truth (black circle). Four examples are highlighted in order to appreciate the
differences between the three methods. Trajectories of other nearest persons are also shown
(grey dashed lines). The green marker specifies that an artwork is observed by a person.
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on a “context-aware” pooling that is able to estimate how much the elements of the scene
can influence the trajectory of a person. We also introduce a new challenging dataset of
trajectories, acquired in the hall of a big art museum, in a really crowded and rich scenario.
Experimental results on this new dataset and on a subset of the UCY dataset, demon-
strate that considering both human-human and human-space interactions is fundamental for
trajectory prediction. Our solution, indeed, obtains a lower prediction errors compared to
other state of the art solutions. Additionally, we qualitatively show that our context-aware
pooling is able to take into account for static object in the scene and stop a trajectory while
also considering the influence of other trajectory in the neighborhood.
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